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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
------------------------------------ X
:
:
NASTY PIG, INC.,
:
Opposer,
:
:
v.
:
:
JANOSKIANS LLC,
:
Applicant.
:
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

X

------------------------------------ X
:
:
NASTY PIG, INC.,
:
Opposer,
:
:
v.
:
:
FITUMI, LLC,
:
Applicant.
:
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Opposition No. 91217154

Opposition No. 91220407

X

MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE OPPOSITION PROCEEDINGS
Pursuant to Section 511 of the Trademark Trial and Appeal Board Manual of Procedure
(“TBMP”) and Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a), Opposer Nasty Pig, Inc. (“Opposer”), by and through its
undersigned counsel, hereby moves for an order consolidating Opposition No. 91217154,
involving the application for the mark DIRTY PIG (the “DIRTY PIG Application”) filed by
Applicant Janoskians LLC (“Janoskians”), with Opposition No. 91220407, involving the
application for the mark RAUNCHY PIG (the “RAUNCHY PIG Application”) filed by
Applicant Fitumi, LLC (“Fitumi”).
As set forth below, Opposer’s motion to consolidate these opposition proceedings should
be granted because they involve common issues of law and fact (including claims of likelihood
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of confusion based on substantially similar marks), the two applicants are closely affiliated
companies involved in the sale and distribution of the DIRTY PIG goods, and consolidation
would result in the substantial savings of time, effort and expense. Moreover, the evidence
indicates that the RAUNCHY PIG Application is a sham application that was filed solely to
retaliate against Opposer and attempt to gain leverage in the parties’ core dispute concerning the
DIRTY PIG Application. The factually interrelated nature of the two subject applications thus
further warrants consolidation.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
The facts on which this motion is based are set forth more fully in the accompanying
declaration of Scott P. Ceresia, Esq. (“Ceresia Decl.”) and are summarized below for the Board’s
convenience.
A.

Pre-Opposition History

Since at least as early as 1995, Opposer has engaged in the marketing, sale and
distribution of clothing, jewelry, leather goods, and other goods and accessories bearing the
NASTY PIG name and mark (“Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark”), as well as the provision of retail
store services and computerized online retail services in these fields. DIRTY PIG Not. Opp. ¶ 1;
RAUNCHY PIG Not. Opp. ¶ 1. Opposer is the owner of U.S. Registration No. 2,800,386 and
Application Ser. No. 86/114,145 for Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark for various goods and
services in Classes 14, 18, 24, 25 and 35. DIRTY PIG Not. Opp. ¶ 2; RAUNCHY PIG Not.
Opp. ¶ 2.
On April 21, 2014, Opposer sent a demand letter to the attorneys of record for
Application Serial No. 86/085,785 for the standard character word mark DIRTY PIG for various
Class 25 goods (“the DIRTY PIG Application”), which had recently been published for
2
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opposition. RAUNCHY PIG Not. Opp. ¶ 12 & Ex. A. Although the record owner of the DIRTY
PIG Application is Janoskians, on or about May 13, 2014, Opposer received a written response
to its demand letter from Chris Swanson who described himself as the “Managing Member” of
Fitumi. Id. ¶ 13 & Ex. B. In the May 13, 2014 letter, Mr. Swanson identified Fitumi as “the
company responsible for sales and distribution of the Brand Dirty Pig,” and stated its refusal to
comply with the terms set forth in Opposer’s demand letter regarding the DIRTY PIG
Application. Id. ¶ 14 & Ex. B.
Upon information and belief, on May 13 and 14, 2014 – on or about the time Fitumi sent
its May 13, 2014 letter to Opposer – Mr. Swanson filed three Section 1(b) trademark applications
on behalf of Fitumi all containing the terms “NASTY” and/or “PIG,” including the RAUNCHY
PIG Application (collectively, the “Fitumi Applications”). Id. ¶ 15.1 Upon information and
belief, the Fitumi Applications, including the RAUNCHY PIG Application, were filed in bad
faith in order to retaliate against Opposer and to otherwise gain leverage in the parties’ core
dispute regarding the DIRTY PIG Application. Id. ¶ 16.
B.

Procedural History

On July 2, 2014, Opposer instituted an opposition proceeding against the DIRTY PIG
Application (Opposition No. 91217154). After it was published for opposition, on January 28,
2015, Opposer instituted an opposition proceeding against the RAUNCHY PIG Application
(Opposition No. 91220407).
Opposer’s Notices of Opposition in both proceedings are based on the same principal
claim that the applied-for marks – DIRTY PIG and RAUNCHY PIG – are likely to cause
1

The other two applications filed by Fitumi on those dates were Application Serial No.
86/280,431 for the mark SEXY NASTY PIG and Application Serial No. 86/280,435 for the mark
SEXY GAY NASTY. The USPTO has since issued an Office Action refusing to register the
application for the mark SEXY NASTY PIG due to Opposer’s U.S. Registration No. 2,800,386
for Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark.
3
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confusion with the goods sold and services rendered in connection with Opposer’s NASTY PIG
Mark, including, without limitation, on the grounds that (1) the Class 25 goods subject to the two
applications are closely related and/or identical to Opposer’s goods and services rendered in
connection with Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark; and (2) the applied-for marks are two-word
marks both comprised of the identical term “PIG” and a first term – “DIRTY” or “RAUNCHY” which carries a connotation that is extremely similar to the term “NASTY” prominently featured
in Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark such that the overall commercial impression of the applied-for
marks is strikingly similar to Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark. See DIRTY PIG Not. Opp. ¶¶ 1-11;
RAUNCHY PIG Not. Opp. ¶¶ 1-11.
Opposer’s Notice of Opposition against the RAUNCHY PIG Application also asserts a
claim for lack of bona fide intent, since applicant Fitumi, the company responsible for the sale
and distribution of the DIRTY PIG goods, filed the Section 1(b) RAUNCHY PIG Application
only after it had received Opposer’s demand letter regarding the DIRTY PIG Application as a
means to retaliate and attempt to gain leverage against Opposer in the parties’ existing dispute
concerning the DIRTY PIG mark. See RAUNCHY PIG Not. Opp. ¶¶ 12-17.
Information disclosed in Opposition No. 91217154 involving the DIRTY PIG
Application confirms that applicants Janoskians and Fitumi are closely related or affiliated
companies. Janoskians’ Initial Disclosures state that Chris Swanson is the person with
knowledge concerning the “[c]reation, selection and adoption” of the DIRTY PIG mark (Ceresia
Decl., Ex. A), while the RAUNCHY PIG Application states that Chris Swanson is also a
“Principal” of Fitumi. (Id., Ex. B). Further, in its written discovery responses, Janoskians states
that its documents are maintained at Putnam Accessory Group, Inc. located in Vernon,
California, the same city where Fitumi is based according to the RAUNCHY PIG Application.
(See id., Exs. B & C). Additionally, John Putnam, the President of Putnam Accessory Group,
4
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Inc. where Janoskians’ documents are located, is also listed as the “Managing Member” of
Fitumi on other trademark applications filed by Fitumi in the USPTO. (See id., Exs. D & E).
ARGUMENT
A.

The Oppositions Should Be Consolidated Because They
Involve Common Issues of Law and Fact

Section 511 of the TBMP provides that, “[w]hen cases involving common questions of
law or fact are pending before the Board, the Board may order the consolidation of the cases.”
See also Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a). In determining whether to consolidate, the Board should consider
the savings in time, effort, and expense to be gained from consolidation as well as whether any
actual prejudice will result from consolidation. See TBMP § 511; see also World Hockey Ass’n
v. Tudor Metal Prods. Corp., 185 U.S.P.Q. 246, 248 (T.T.A.B. 1975) (ordering consolidation of
two opposition proceedings because it was “equally advantageous to both parties in the
avoidance of the duplication of effort, loss of time, and extra expense involved in conducting the
proceedings alternately”).
Consolidation is strongly warranted here, since the two opposition proceedings involve
substantially similar marks, closely affiliated parties and common questions of fact and law for
the Board to resolve, namely, the alleged likelihood of confusion between Opposer’s NASTY
PIG Mark and the two applied-for PIGS-formative marks each of which contains a first term
having a connotation that is extremely similar (if not identical) to the term “NASTY”
prominently featured in Opposer’s NASTY PIG Mark. Moreover, Opposer’s claim for lack of
bona fide intent asserted against the RAUNCHY PIG Application – which was filed by Fitumi in
direct response to Opposer’s demand letter concerning the DIRTY PIG Application – is
necessarily intertwined with the facts surrounding the parties’ core dispute regarding the DIRTY
PIG mark.
5
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The Board routinely orders consolidation under such circumstances. See Dating DNA,
LLC v. Imagini Holdings, Ltd., 94 U.S.P.Q.2d 1889, 1893 (T.T.A.B. 2010) (ordering
consolidation of two opposition proceedings that involved “similar marks and related or identical
issues”); Ritchie v. Simpson, 41 U.S.P.Q.2d 1859, 1860 (T.T.A.B. 1996), rev’d on other
grounds, 170 F.3d 1092 (Fed. Cir. 1999) (“Inasmuch as the notices of opposition are virtually
identical and present common questions of law and fact, despite the variations in the marks and
goods involved, the Board has found it appropriate to consolidate the cases”); WorldHockey
Ass’n, supra, 185 U.S.P.Q. at 248 (ordering consolidation where applied-for marks were
substantially similar, opposer challenged both applications on the basis of its ownership of the
same mark and consolidation would avoid duplication of effort and unnecessary expense).2
To the extent applicants contest consolidation on the ground that they are nominally
different parties, this argument is unavailing. The identity of the parties, while a relevant
consideration, is not necessary for consolidation. See TBMP § 511. Moreover, the two
applicants at issue – the record owner of the DIRTY PIG Application and the company
responsible for the sale and distribution of the DIRTY PIG goods – are closely related or
affiliated companies with shared principals. See Ceresia Decl. ¶¶ 2-12 & Exs. A-E. Nor can
applicants point to any possible prejudice that would outweigh the obvious savings and
efficiencies that would be gained by consolidation. In the proceeding involving the DIRTY PIG
Application, written discovery is still ongoing, no expert witnesses have been disclosed and no

2

The fact that an Answer has not yet been filed in Opposition No. 91220407 involving the
RAUNCHY PIG Application poses no issue since “the Board may, in its discretion, order cases
consolidated prior to joinder of issue.” See TBMP § 511. See also Checkpoint Sys., Inc. v.
Check Point Software Techs., Ltd., 2002 TTAB LEXIS 333, at *4 & n.6 (T.T.A.B. May 31,
2002) (consolidating proceedings prior to joinder of issue where, inter alia, “the marks are highly
similar, and the proceedings involve common questions of law and fact”).
6
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discovery depositions have been taken. Ceresia Decl. ¶ 13.3 Thus, no conceivable prejudice or
delay is presented by consolidating the two proceedings.4
In sum, due to the oppositions’ interrelated legal and factual issues, substantially similar
marks and closely affiliated parties, consolidation would lead to the savings of significant time,
effort and expense and would otherwise serve the interests of judicial economy.
CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Opposer respectfully requests that the Board grant Opposer’s
motion to consolidate Opposition No. 91217154 with Opposition No. 91220407.

Dated: New York, New York
January 30, 2015

Respectfully submitted,
COWAN, LIEBOWITZ & LATMAN, P.C.
Attorneys for Opposer
By:

/Joel Karni Schmit/
Joel Karni Schmidt
Eric J. Shimanoff
Scott P. Ceresia
1133 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10036
(212) 790-9200

3

In fact, due to a pending discovery dispute between the parties concerning Janoskians’ method
of document production, Opposer has yet to receive any documents from Janoskians. Ceresia
Decl. ¶ 14.
4

Moreover, because evidence indicates that the RAUNCHY PIG Application is a sham
application filed solely to gain leverage against Opposer in the parties’ dispute regarding the
DIRTY PIG Application, documentary evidence pertaining to the purported RAUNCHY PIG
mark is likely to be minimal (if not nonexistent). Thus, consolidation should have little, if any,
impact on written discovery in this matter.
7
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a copy of the foregoing MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE
OPPOSITION PROCEEDINGS to be sent via first class, postage paid mail to Applicant Fitumi,
LLC, 2133 East 38th Street, Vernon, California 90058-1616.

Dated: New York, New York
January 30, 2015

/Scott P. Ceresia/
Scott P. Ceresia

8
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IN THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
BEFORE THE TRADEMARK TRIAL AND APPEAL BOARD
------------------------------------ X
:
:
NASTY PIG, INC.,
:
Opposer,
:
:
v.
:
:
JANOSKIANS LLC,
:
Applicant.
:
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

X

------------------------------------ X
:
:
NASTY PIG, INC.,
:
Opposer,
:
:
v.
:
:
FITUMI, LLC,
:
Applicant.
:
- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

Opposition No. 91217154

Opposition No. 91220407

X

DECLARATION OF SCOTT P. CERESIA IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO
CONSOLIDATE OPPOSITION PROCEEDINGS
SCOTT P. CERESIA, pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, declares as follows:
1.

I am an associate at the law firm of Cowan, Liebowitz & Latman, P.C., attorneys

for Opposer Nasty Pig, Inc. (“Opposer”) in this matter. I submit this declaration in support of
Opposer’s motion to consolidate Opposition No. 91217154 with Opposition No. 91220407
pursuant to TBMP § 511 and Fed. R. Civ. P. 42(a).
2.

A true and correct copy of Applicant Janoskians LLC’s (“Janoskians”) Initial

Disclosures in Opposition No. 91217154, dated September 10, 2014, is attached hereto as
Exhibit A.
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In its Initial Disclosures, Janoskians stated that Chris Swanson is the person with

knowledge concerning the “[c]reation, selection and adoption” of the DIRTY PIG mark. See
Exhibit A at p. 2.
4.

A true and correct copy of Applicant Fitumi, LLC’s (“Fitumi”) Application Serial

No. 86/280,433 for the mark RAUNCHY PIG (the “RAUNCHY PIG Application”), which is the
subject of Opposition No. 91220407, is attached hereto as Exhibit B.
5.

The RAUNCHY PIG Application states that Chris Swanson is also a “Principal”

of Fitumi. See Exhibit B.
6.

A true and correct copy of Janoskians’ written responses to Opposer’s requests for

production in Opposition No. 91217154, dated December 9, 2014, is attached hereto as Exhibit
C.
7.

In its written discovery responses, Janoskians stated that its documents are

maintained at Putnam Accessory Group, Inc. located in Vernon, California. See Exhibit C at p.
5, ¶ 18.
8.

The RAUNCHY PIG Application states that Fitumi is also based in Vernon,

California. See Exhibit B.
9.

A true and correct copy of John Putnam’s LinkedIn profile is attached hereto as

Exhibit D.
10.

The President of Putnam Accessory Group, Inc., the company whose offices store

Janoskians’ documents, is an individual by the name of John Putnam. See Exhibit D. John
Putman’s LinkedIn Profile also lists the DIRTY PIG brand under the heading of “Projects.” See
id.
2
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PTO Form 1478 (Rev 9/2006)
OMB No. 0651-0009 (Exp 12/31/2014)

Trademark/Service Mark Application, Principal Register
TEAS Plus Application
Serial Number: 86280433
Filing Date: 05/14/2014
NOTE: Data fields with the * are mandatory under TEAS Plus. The wording "(if applicable)" appears
where the field is only mandatory under the facts of the particular application.

The table below presents the data as entered.
Input Field
TEAS Plus

Entered
YES

MARK INFORMATION
*MARK

Raunchy Pig

*STANDARD CHARACTERS

YES

USPTO-GENERATED IMAGE

YES

LITERAL ELEMENT

Raunchy Pig

*MARK STATEMENT

The mark consists of standard characters,
without claim to any particular font, style,
size, or color.

REGISTER

Principal

APPLICANT INFORMATION
*OWNER OF MARK

Fitumi, LLC

*STREET

2133 East 38th Street

*CITY

Vernon

*STATE
(Required for U.S. applicants)

California

*COUNTRY

United States

*ZIP/POSTAL CODE
(Required for U.S. applicants only)

90058

PHONE

3233061330

FAX

3233061329

EMAIL ADDRESS

chris@putnamag.com

AUTHORIZED TO COMMUNICATE VIA EMAIL

Yes

LEGAL ENTITY INFORMATION
*TYPE

LIMITED LIABILITY COMPANY

* STATE/COUNTRY WHERE LEGALLY
ORGANIZED

California

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES AND BASIS INFORMATION
* INTERNATIONAL CLASS

025

*IDENTIFICATION

Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts,
sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts and
jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts,
pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps,
athletic uniforms; Children's and infant's
apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear,
pajamas, rompers and one-piece garments;
Thong beachwear; Thong footwear; Thong
underwear; Thongs

*FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(b)

ADDITIONAL STATEMENTS INFORMATION
*TRANSLATION
(if applicable)
*TRANSLITERATION
(if applicable)
*CLAIMED PRIOR REGISTRATION
(if applicable)
*CONSENT (NAME/LIKENESS)
(if applicable)
*CONCURRENT USE CLAIM
(if applicable)

CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
*NAME

Fitumi, LLC

FIRM NAME

Fitumi, LLC

*STREET

2133 East 38th Street

*CITY

Vernon

*STATE
(Required for U.S. applicants)

California

*COUNTRY

United States

*ZIP/POSTAL CODE

90058

PHONE

3233061330

FAX

3233061329

*EMAIL ADDRESS

chris@putnamag.com

*AUTHORIZED TO COMMUNICATE VIA
EMAIL

Yes

FEE INFORMATION
NUMBER OF CLASSES

1

FEE PER CLASS

275

*TOTAL FEE PAID

275

SIGNATURE INFORMATION
* SIGNATURE

/chris swanson/

* SIGNATORY'S NAME

chris swanson

* SIGNATORY'S POSITION

Principal

SIGNATORY'S PHONE NUMBER

3233061330

* DATE SIGNED

05/13/2014

PTO Form 1478 (Rev 9/2006)
OMB No. 0651-0009 (Exp 12/31/2014)

Trademark/Service Mark Application, Principal Register
TEAS Plus Application
Serial Number: 86280433
Filing Date: 05/14/2014

To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
MARK: Raunchy Pig (Standard Characters, see mark)
The literal element of the mark consists of Raunchy Pig.
The mark consists of standard characters, without claim to any particular font, style, size, or color.
The applicant, Fitumi, LLC, a limited liability company legally organized under the laws of California,
having an address of
2133 East 38th Street
Vernon, California 90058
United States

requests registration of the trademark/service mark identified above in the United States Patent and
Trademark Office on the Principal Register established by the Act of July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. Section 1051
et seq.), as amended, for the following:
For specific filing basis information for each item, you must view the display within the Input Table.
International Class 025: Apparel for dancers, namely, tee shirts, sweatshirts, pants, leggings, shorts
and jackets; Athletic apparel, namely, shirts, pants, jackets, footwear, hats and caps, athletic uniforms;
Children's and infant's apparel, namely, jumpers, overall sleepwear, pajamas, rompers and one-piece
garments; Thong beachwear; Thong footwear; Thong underwear; Thongs
Intent to Use: The applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related company
or licensee the mark in commerce on or in connection with the identified goods and/or services. (15
U.S.C. Section 1051(b)).

The applicant's current Correspondence Information:
Fitumi, LLC
Fitumi, LLC
2133 East 38th Street
Vernon, California 90058
3233061330(phone)
3233061329(fax)
chris@putnamag.com (authorized)

A fee payment in the amount of $275 has been submitted with the application, representing payment for 1
class(es).
Declaration
The signatory believes that: if the applicant is filing the application under 15 U.S.C. Section 1051(a), the
applicant is the owner of the trademark/service mark sought to be registered; the applicant or the
applicant's related company or licensee is using the mark in commerce on or in connection with the
goods/services in the application, and such use by the applicant's related company or licensee inures to the
benefit of the applicant; the specimen(s) shows the mark as used on or in connection with the
goods/services in the application; and/or if the applicant filed an application under 15 U.S.C. Section
1051(b), Section 1126(d), and/or Section 1126(e), the applicant is entitled to use the mark in commerce;
the applicant has a bona fide intention to use or use through the applicant's related company or licensee the
mark in commerce on or in connection with the goods/services in the application. The signatory believes
that to the best of the signatory's knowledge and belief, no other person has the right to use the mark in
commerce, either in the identical form or in such near resemblance as to be likely, when used on or in
connection with the goods/services of such other person, to cause confusion or mistake, or to deceive. The
signatory being warned that willful false statements and the like are punishable by fine or imprisonment,
or both, under 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, and that such willful false statements and the like may jeopardize
the validity of the application or any registration resulting therefrom, declares that all statements made of
his/her own knowledge are true and all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true.

Signature: /chris swanson/ Date Signed: 05/13/2014
Signatory's Name: chris swanson
Signatory's Position: Principal

RAM Sale Number: 86280433
RAM Accounting Date: 05/14/2014
Serial Number: 86280433
Internet Transmission Date: Wed May 14 00:04:02 EDT 2014
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/FTK-24.205.175.110-201405140004020
64751-86280433-5001969114c1c7df2790f7c54
b70a04f5b90834adb6222128cd3c5884e85e94c5
-CC-6098-20140513235543994203

EXHIBIT C

EXHIBIT D

EXHIBIT E

PTO Form 1480 (Rev 9/2006)
OMB No. 0651-0009 (Exp. 12/31/2014)

Certification Mark Form, Principal Register
Serial Number: 85592074
Filing Date: 04/09/2012

The table below presents the data as entered.
Input Field
SERIAL NUMBER

Entered
85592074

MARK INFORMATION
*MARK

\\TICRS\EXPORT11\IMAGEOUT
11\855\920\85592074\xml1\ APP0002.JPG

SPECIAL FORM

YES

USPTO-GENERATED IMAGE

NO

LITERAL ELEMENT

A stylized letter C hollow with a black center
and a hollow curved underline

COLOR MARK

NO

*DESCRIPTION OF THE MARK
(and Color Location, if applicable)

The mark consists of A stylized hollowed
letter c with the center of the c filled with
black resting on a stylized hollowed and
curved underline.

PIXEL COUNT ACCEPTABLE

YES

PIXEL COUNT

521 x 539

REGISTER

Principal

APPLICANT INFORMATION
*OWNER OF MARK

Fitumi, LLC

*STREET

2133 East 38th Street

*CITY

Vernon

*STATE
(Required for U.S. applicants)

California

*COUNTRY

United States

*ZIP/POSTAL CODE
(Required for U.S. applicants only)

90058

PHONE

323-306-1330

FAX

323-306-1329

EMAIL ADDRESS

john@putnamag.com

AUTHORIZED TO COMMUNICATE VIA EMAIL

Yes

LEGAL ENTITY INFORMATION
TYPE

limited liability company

STATE/COUNTRY WHERE LEGALLY
ORGANIZED

California

GOODS AND/OR SERVICES AND BASIS INFORMATION
INTERNATIONAL CLASS

A

*IDENTIFICATION

Clothing, footwear, headgear

FILING BASIS

SECTION 1(a)

FIRST USE ANYWHERE DATE

At least as early as 01/30/2011

FIRST USE IN COMMERCE DATE

At least as early as 06/30/2011

SPECIMEN
FILE NAME(S)

\\TICRS\EXPORT11\IMAGEOUT
11\855\920\85592074\xml1\ APP0003.JPG

SPECIMEN DESCRIPTION

A photo of a baseball cap showing the
requested c mark in embroidery

COPY OF STANDARDS
FILE NAME(S)

\\TICRS\EXPORT11\IMAGEOUT
11\855\920\85592074\xml1\ APP0004.JPG

COPY OF STANDARDS
DESCRIPTION

Copy of Standards

CERTIFICATION

*CERTIFICATION STATEMENT

The certification mark, as used by authorized
persons, certifies no claim is made to the
exclusive right to the letter c apart from the
mark as shown.

CORRESPONDENCE INFORMATION
NAME

Fitumi, LLC

FIRM NAME

Fitumi, LLC

STREET

2133 East 38th Street

CITY

Vernon

STATE

California

COUNTRY

United States

ZIP/POSTAL CODE

90058

PHONE

323-306-1330

FAX

323-306-1329

EMAIL ADDRESS

john@putnamag.com;chris@putnamag.com

AUTHORIZED TO COMMUNICATE VIA EMAIL

Yes

FEE INFORMATION
NUMBER OF CLASSES

1

FEE PER CLASS

325

*TOTAL FEE DUE

325

*TOTAL FEE PAID

325

SIGNATURE INFORMATION
SIGNATURE

/John D. Putnam/

SIGNATORY'S NAME

John D. Putnam

SIGNATORY'S POSITION

Managing Member

SIGNATORY'S PHONE NUMBER

323-306-1330

DATE SIGNED

04/08/2012

PTO Form 1480 (Rev 9/2006)
OMB No. 0651-0009 (Exp. 12/31/2014)

Certification Mark Form, Principal Register
Serial Number: 85592074
Filing Date: 04/09/2012

To the Commissioner for Trademarks:
MARK: A stylized letter C hollow with a black center and a hollow curved underline (stylized and/or
with design, see mark)
The literal element of the mark consists of A stylized letter C hollow with a black center and a hollow
curved underline.
The applicant is not claiming color as a feature of the mark. The mark consists of A stylized hollowed
letter c with the center of the c filled with black resting on a stylized hollowed and curved underline.
The applicant, Fitumi, LLC, a limited liability company legally organized under the laws of California,
having an address of
2133 East 38th Street
Vernon, California 90058
United States

requests registration of the Certification Mark identified above in the United States Patent and Trademark
Office on the Principal Register established by the Act of July 5, 1946 (15 U.S.C. Section 1051 et seq.), as
amended, for the following:
International Class A: Clothing, footwear, headgear
Applicant is exercising legitimate control over the use of the certification mark in commerce on or in
connection with the above-identified goods/services. (15 U.S.C. Sections 1051(a) and 1054). Applicant is
not engaged in the production or marketing of the goods or services to which the mark is applied.
Applicant submits with this form a COPY OF STANDARDS the applicant uses to determine whether
goods and/or services will be certified.
In International Class A, the mark was first used by persons authorized by the applicant, at least as early as
01/30/2011, and first used in commerce by persons authorized by the applicant at early as 06/30/2011, and
is now in use in such commerce.The applicant is submitting one(or more) specimen(s) showing the mark
as used by authorized persons in commerce on or in connection with any item in the class of listed goods
and/or services, consisting of a(n) A photo of a baseball cap showing the requested c mark in embroidery .
Specimen File1
Copy of Standards
Attachment-1:
Certification Statement: The certification mark, as used by authorized persons, certifies no claim is
made to the exclusive right to the letter c apart from the mark as shown.

The applicant's current Correspondence Information:
Fitumi, LLC
Fitumi, LLC
2133 East 38th Street
Vernon, California 90058
323-306-1330(phone)
323-306-1329(fax)
john@putnamag.com;chris@putnamag.com (authorized)
A fee payment in the amount of $325 has been submitted with the application, representing payment for 1
class(es).
Declaration
The undersigned, being hereby warned that willful false statements and the like so made are punishable by
fine or imprisonment, or both, under 18 U.S.C. Section 1001, and that such willful false statements may
jeopardize the validity of the form or any resulting registration, declares that he/she is properly authorized
to execute this form on behalf of the applicant; he/she believes the applicant to be the owner of the
certification mark sought to be registered, or, if the form is being filed under 15 U.S.C. Section 1051(b),
he/she believes applicant to be entitled to exercise legitimate control over use of the mark in commerce; to
the best of his/her knowledge and belief no other person, firm, corporation, or association has the right to
use the mark in commerce, either in the identical form thereof or in such near resemblance thereto as to be
likely, when used on or in connection with the goods and/or services of such other person, to cause
confusion, or to cause mistake, or to deceive; and that all statements made of his/her own knowledge are
true; and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be true.
Declaration Signature
Signature: /John D. Putnam/ Date: 04/08/2012
Signatory's Name: John D. Putnam
Signatory's Position: Managing Member
RAM Sale Number: 5903
RAM Accounting Date: 04/09/2012
Serial Number: 85592074
Internet Transmission Date: Mon Apr 09 00:30:30 EDT 2012
TEAS Stamp: USPTO/CTM-99.67.60.29-201204090030304640
89-85592074-4903a48764579af6c8992f44583b
2967655-CC-5903-20120408225345464505
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I caused a copy of the foregoing DECLARATION OF SCOTT P.
CERESIA IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO CONSOLIDATE OPPOSITION PROCEEDINGS to
be sent via first class, postage paid mail to Applicant Fitumi, LLC, 2133 East 38th Street,
Vernon, California 90058-1616.

Dated: New York, New York
January 30, 2015

/Scott P. Ceresia/
Scott P. Ceresia
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